PRODUCTS

To your benefit. Worldwide.

DINplus continues to be the PLUS in quality for wood pellets.
Wood pellets –100 % CO2-neutral and thus the ideal climate-friendly fuel. We are glad that you have decided on
this form of alternative energy. Starting now, you should trust the independent quality mark DINplus and use it as a
decision-making aid when choosing your wood pellets.

What you can rely on.

We will provide monitoring for you.

Is one as good as another, or is there
such a thing as one-of-a-kind? The mark
that shows the difference. With the
certification process and the "DINplus"
quality mark for wood pellets, you can
continue to rely on high-quality wood
pellets.

Would you like to be able to rely on
consistently high quality? So would
we. That is why we conduct annual
monitoring of the manufacturing
facility in addition to the product
test.

You can rely on


Our mark is for you.

DIN CERTCO,
 one of the few accredited certification bodies for wood pellets in
Europe,
 a leader in quality standards that
are also included in the European
and International standards,
 trustworthy partner of the pellet
industry for many years.
Of this you can be certain.
DINplus enables manufacturers to
demonstrate the quality of their product
and set an example for high-quality
wood pellets – based on the International standard DIN EN ISO 17225-2.
We will provide testing for you.
The testing and certification of wood
pellets includes testing and assurance
of high-quality features of the pellets
during manufacturing. Product testing
includes, for instance, tests of characteristics such as water content, bulk
density and abrasion behaviour.

www.dincertco.de

You can see it at a glance, because
our DINplus quality mark says
more than 1.000 words – in every
language.
The pellets were successfully
 tested,
 evaluated,
 certified,
 monitored.
A leader in the wood pellet
industry.
DIN CERTCO is the certification
company of the TÜV Rheinland
Group and the DIN Deutsches
Institut für Normung e.V. and is
highly regarded both within the
country and abroad, due to its independence, neutrality, competence
and years of experience.
Did you know
An up-to-date list of all
DIN CERTCO certificate holders can
be viewed at www.dincertco.de?







the internationally recognized
mark for wood pellets DINplus,
the established mark of the
pellet industry,
DIN CERTCO as the first
certification body to develop
certification for wood pellets,
our many years of experience,
the mark that shows the
difference.

DIN CERTCO Gesellschaft für
Konformitätsbewertung mbH



phone +49 30 7562-1131
info@dincertco.de

Yes, I am interested in an offer. Please send me a no-obligation offer!

060717rev7

Experts. On site.

Your Inquiry
„DINplus continues to be the PLUS in quality for wood pellets”
Fax to: +49 30 7562-1141
or E-Mail: info@dincertco.de

This concerns the following products ____________________________

_________________________________________________________
I send you a photo/image/brochure of/for the product by







fax
e-Mail
Regular mail
See for yourself on the Web at: ____________________________________

Yes, I have a question: _______________________________________

_________________________________________________________



Yes, I would like to receive further information about similar services by
E-Mail.

Your contact details
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Company

 Manufacturer

________________________________________________________
Contact

 Retailer
______________________________________________________
Department

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address
________________________________________________________
Postal Code / City

______________________________________________________
Country

________________________________________________________
Phone

______________________________________________________
Fax

________________________________________________________
E-mail

______________________________________________________
Web

________________________________________________________
Signature

You’re interested in our services.
Talk to us.
DIN CERTCO Gesellschaft für
Konformitätsbewertung mbH
Alboinstraße 56
12103 Berlin
Tel. +49 (0)30 7562-1131
Fax +49 (0)30 7562-1141
info@dincertco.de
www.dincertco.de
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